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AUTHOR LIFE...
The past few weeks were busy: installing bathroom floor tile ("I am grout!"), enjoying a
night out with my Buffalo fam ("Go Sabres!"), attending the Boston Book Festival (a
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fantastic opportunity to meet readers!) and mulling cider (I didn't actually drink any, but I
did mull it over.) I think releasing an exciting new thriller about poisoned grappa is just
icing on the cake. So, let's do this!

Latest News...
 

FORMULA:  

Another HELL Ranger Thriller 
Available in Ebook & Print  
November 15!

 
 
When blood is thicker than water,  

And a formula for revenge threatens a global calamity,  

Devlin Lucchesi must race against time to stop it, 

Come HELL Rangers or high water. 

Thirsty yet?

FORMULA Ebook Preorder Campaign: 
We’re just a couple weeks out from the release of Formula:
Another HELL Ranger Thriller, and I’m so excited to announce
my ebook preorder campaign! 
Here’s how it works:

Preorder Formula: Another HELL Ranger Thriller from
any retailer (Amazon, Barnes & Noble, etc. – some links
are below) in ebook format before release date,
November 15, 2018.
Send me your receipt/proof of ebook preorder AND
your mailing address to ginafava1@gmail.com
Everyone who preorders will be entered to randomly win
a $25 iTunes gift card AND a Formula travel mug,
similar to the reusable water bottles packed on
HELL Ranger missions.

The ebook preorder campaign is open to the continental United
States. Send me those receipts for a taste of the Formula.
Thirsty yet? (Scroll down & you'll see the guy in the gif sure is!) 
 

CLICK TO READ THE FIRST FEW CHAPTERS OF FORMULA NOW
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Some ebook preorder links: 
Amazon 
Barnes & Noble 
iBooks 
Kobo

Bundle Up This Fall... 
FORMULA is a thriller that stands on its own. 

But what if you want more HELL Ranger thrills? 
Now you can buy the HELL Ranger bundle!

BOOK EVENTS 
I've scheduled a bunch of appearances this fall. Head to my EVENTS PAGE to learn more.
I hope you'll come visit - I'd love to see you! 
 
This past Halloween weekend was frighteningly amazing! A killer grappa tasting and pre-
launch signing was hosted by Jamie's Fine Wine & Spirits on the MA South Shore. Many
thanks to all the great friends, creepy goblins, and super readers that came out for a real
treat! 
 

One More Chance...

There's one more chance to win a FREE advance paperback copy of Formula
by adding it to your "Want to Read" shelf on Goodreads by Sunday, November 4!

PREORDER "FORMULA" EBOOK NOW

CLICK HERE TO BUY THE RACE AND PREORDER FORMULA!
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Special thanks to my REVIEWER PIT CREW. I look forward to reading all
your reviews on Amazon or Goodreads! (Head over to my Contact Page to join.)

FOR WRITERS...
[ F u n  F a c t s ,  T i p s ,  &  I n s p i r a t i o n  o n  t h e  W r i t i n g  P r o c e s s  f o r  A s p i r i n g  A u t h o r s ]

 
Cheryl Perez has meticulously formatted and converted the interior and exterior design of
all four of my books, with great patience, good humor, and the utmost professionalism. She
designs books for fiction and non-fiction authors in every genre. Hire Cheryl Perez at
You're Published to design your back cover, spine, and interior layout.

BOOK LOVE...
[ B o o k s  I ' v e  B e e n  R e a d i n g  t h a t  I  H A D  t o  S h a r e ]

Here's a book by a thriller author that I love to read -
J.H. Bográn! (It's due out in December!) 
 
HEIR OF EVIL 
By J. H. Bográn 
 
The Third Reich collapses. With the siege of the Soviets in Germany and the

Second World War lost, Hitler's doctor finds out that Eva Braun is pregnant. A

man, close to the Führer, conceives the plan to give continuity to the political-

philosophical ideas of Adolf Hitler: we must save at all costs the legitimate heir of

the leader of Nazism. 

As the 20th Century dies, Oscar Brown emerges a financial superhero on Wall

Street. On his thirtieth birthday, he discovers the inevitable skeleton in his family

closet: his grandfather is none other than the most hated man in the world: Adolf

Hitler. With a Neo-Nazi radical group looking up to him as a symbol, the Mossad

wanting him dead, and the CIA turning a deaf ear to his plead for help, Oscar

must now run for his life and discover the true origin of his heritage. 

Discover how the shedding of police actions, a beautiful Mossad spy, an

adventurous archaeologist - of the Indiana Jones type -, a great executive of the

New York Stock Exchange and other characters intermingle to give rise to this

novel. 

J. H. Bográn covers the days from the end of the Second World War to the

globalized present in a thriller that takes us across Europe and America in search

of evidence that clarifies what happened with the cursed genes. 

 
Amazon link: 

https://www.amazon.com/Heir-Evil-J-H-Bográn-ebook/dp/
B07HC5R7CX 
 
Early Reviews: 
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In "Heir of Evil" there is not a single page that is tedious. The action is fast and

each word, each movement and each gesture of the characters has a meaning of

great importance with which the argument cannot be dispensed with. I greatly

admire the author's talent, imagination and historical accuracy. 

Billy Peña, Book critic 

  

The premise of Heir of Evil is in itself a very interesting and imaginative idea. 

Reynaldo Yanez, author 

  

It’s credible as a story worthy of the secret archives of the US government, one of

those that governments always deny that happened. 

Bladimir Burgos, author 

  

About the author: 

José H. Bográn is the international author of novels, short stories and scripts for

television and film.  Born in Honduras, he’s the son of a journalist who ironically

prefers to write fiction rather than facts.  His genre of choice is thrillers, but he

likes to throw in a twist of romance into the mix. As a freelance writer, he has

several articles published in a wide range of topics. Has also provided

English/Spanish translation services as well as simultaneous for events and

professional meetings. Currently divides his time as Resource Development

Manager for Habitat for Humanity Honduras, teaching classes at a local

university, and writing his next project. He’s a member of The Crime Writers

Association, The Author’s Guild, the Short Fiction Writers Guild and the

International Thriller Writers where he also serves as the Thriller Roundtable

Coordinator and contributor editor for their official e-zine The Big Thrill. 

  

Website: www.jhbogran.com 

Facebook author page: https://www.facebook.com/JHBogran0 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/JHBogran 

Amazon author page: https://www.amazon.com/author/jhbogran 

Barnes & Noble: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/j.-h.-bogran 

Goodreads: http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4307673.J_H_Bogran 

 

NIFTY GIF... 
I'm so excited for the release of FORMULA: Another HELL

Ranger Thriller!  And I hope you're thirsty for a mystery with

rivalry, romance, racing, and revenge! 
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FOLLOW ALONG...
 

Facebook Twitter Instagram Website

Follow me on social media for the latest news. Check out my website to learn more. 
Have a question? Email me from the contact form on my website. I look forward to
connecting!  
 
As always, thank you for reading. 
 
Yours in celebration of liver, fava beans, and a nice Chianti, 
 

Gina Fava
GINA FAVA is the author of award winning short stories and the critically acclaimed
international suspense thrillers The Race and The Sculptor (Best Mystery/Suspense
Ebook by Indie Book Awards). Formula, the much anticipated sequel to The Race, is
due for release November 15, 2018. She travels to Italy often to hunt down hard-core
grappa. A native Buffalonian, she lives with her family in New England. 
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Gina Fava
P.O. Box 1322

Plymouth, MA 02362
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Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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